
HONEY COWL BY:  ANN MARIA

SLIP STITCH HONEYCOMB

SUPPLY LIST

STITCH PATTERN
NEEDLES
One US 8 (5.0mm) 26" (66 cm) circular needle for short version or,
One US 8 (5.0 mm) 36" (91 cm) circular needle for longer version.
Change needle size if necessary to obtain gauge.
GAUGE
5 sts = 1 inch (10 cm) in honeycomb pattern.
NOTIONS
One stitch marker for beginning of round.
One yarn needle for weaving in ends.
MEASUREMENTS

Madelinetosh Tosh DK (100% superwash merino wool,
225yds (206 meters): "Grasshopper", 1 (2 ) skeins.

A simple slip stitch pattern cowl creates a dense waffle―like fabric for warmth and supple drape. This flexible pattern can be worked in four different sizes using just one or two skeins of yarn. Both short and 
longer versions are lovely viewed on both sides. Knit in light worsted yarn, this cowl is perfect for a bright pop of color and a warm hug around your neck.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast on 110 (220) stitches. Being careful not to twist stitches, place marker and join for working in the 
round. 
Knit 4 rounds.
Repeat the 4 rounds of "Slip Stitch Honeycomb Pattern" above until work measures approximately 11." 
Make sure that you have enough yarn left for the following: Knit 3 rounds and bind―off loosely.

Round 1 :  Knit
Round 2 :  * Purl 1, slip 1 wyif * repeat across round.
Round 3 :  Knit.
Round 4 :  * Slip 1 wyif, Purl 1 * repeat across round.

NOTES

NOTE:  {WHEN WORKING ROUNDS 2 AND 4, SLIP AS IF TO PURL AND KEEP YARN IN FRONT}

For an in―between size:
1 skein and 160 sts will create a 32 inch long by 8 inch wide cowl.
2 skeins at 160 sts will create a 32 inch long by 16 inch wide cowl.

22 inches in length by 12 inches in width for short version
{44 inches in length by 12 inches in width for longer version}
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